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SOUTH AFRICAN CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITY
ACCIDENT REPORT - EXECUTIVE SUMM~~RY
zs"JMW

Aircraft Registration
Type of Aircraft

Cate 01 Af;:cidem

0527Z

OESSNA 177 RG

PlIolofn-oornmand frying IXpetJerioe

Total FlYing HourS

Last point of dapal1l1re

FAWB ( Wonderboom

Ne~ point of intended landing

T~een

419.8

H()IJI'S

on 1)pe, 19.2

Aerodrome)

Aerodrome

Location of t~ accident site wHh reference

10

eas1fy clefined geographIcal points

(GPII ~11d11l'"

jf

poas/b»),

.

Doornpoort next to FAWB S26°39, 559'E 026" 13, 9S4'
Met.f)roIDg~f

InformatlDn

The weather was fine and the wind was calm

No. ~f people inJured

Nil

No. of people Idl~ed 1+2

Synopsis
On 19 April 2002 at 0522Z the pilot, wtlo was lWoompaniecl by two passeng~rs ror a ffight from Wonderboom to
T~aneen, requested taxi clearance. The ATC adVised the pilot to taxi to the holding point of Runway ,29, Which
advice was~cknowledged and read baok correctly bytfle pilot. Wonderboom aerodrome is licensed In terms of Part
172.01.2 to provide air traffic sentices,
The pilot taxied the aircraft to the threshold of Runway 11 irmtea.d Qf Runway 29 and advised the ATe that he was
ready for departur". The ATe adv18ed the pilot that he was cleared for tal<e-off from Aunway 29 which 1he pijot
acknOWledged in retum.
The pilot commenced 1ake-off from Runway 11. Shortly thereafter, the ATe Instructed another aircraft which was on
final approach for Runway 29, to turn out to the right due to conf&cting traffic that had taken off fr<lm the wrong
Runway.
Immediately following that transmlsslcn, the pilot of ZS·JMW advised the ATe that he was turning' out to the right
for onoomlng traffiC, as ha had taken off from RlInway 11.
The Tower advISed' the oncoming traffio that was on final approach for a touch-and-go landing to execute a goaround prooedure and the accident aircraft to "Vacate left" and to repo/t on flnal approach for Runwa.y 29 fora fuR
stop landing and report to the tower. The accident atroraft then made Il sharp tum to the left In excesiS ¢45 degrees
baOk angle and continued In an Easterly direction at a very low height above the ground.
ShorHy there after, the aircraft collided with tile boundary wall of a hOLise and a lapa in Doompoort, A post-lmpact
fire erupted and consumed almost the entire alrora1t and the lapEl..
All three_o~J1~nts .were

fa~I~V!DJ!¥et!
on .I~

s!,d _~u!1mt!tl'!jlost--irtlgact ~X~~...~ . ~~..".7"- ....._.~....__

Pmbable Cau$t$
The pUot taxied from tne parking bay 10 the threshord of Runway 11 instead of Runway 29. Tho ATe failed to
observe the aircraft taxiing to the wl'Oog runway from which the pilot then took off. Realls/n9 his mistake, the pilot
attempted to avoid oncoming traffio by tuming sharpM Which manoeuvres probably Increased th~!!s'!all speed of the
aircraft resulting In a failure to maintain flYing speed and a collision with the ground.
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AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT REPORT

Name of Owner/Operator
Manufacturer
Model
Nationality
Registration Marks

: S G Warburg CG .
: Oessna Aircraft Company

: 0177RG

Place

: South Africa
: ZS..JMW
: Coornpoort near Wonderboom Aerodrome

Date
Time

: 19 April 2002
: 0527Z

All times given in this repo/t are Co..ardinatsd Universal Time (UTe) and wJnbe denoted
African Standard TIme is UTe plus 2 houta.

by (21. South

Purpose of the Investigation :
In terms at Regularion 12.03.1 of the Civil Aviation Regulations (1~97)thiB report was I)Ompll.'d 11'1the
lfltersst of the promotion of aviation Mfety and fhe reduction 01 the risk of av/atk;m IiIccidents or 1/lck.fent(l
and

not to establish

IMBlliabillty.

Disclaimer.
ThiS report is given without prejudk;e to the rights of the eAA, whfch are reserved.

1.

FACTUAL INFORMATION

1.1

Hialoryof Flight

1.1 .1 On 19 April 2002 at OS22Z the pilot, accompanied by two passengers for iIflight
fromWonderboom to Tzaneen, requested taxi clearance .' The ATC advi&xUhe
pilot to taxi to the holding point of Runway 29 which was acknoWledged anr~read
back correctly by the pilot.
1.1.2 The pilot tax/ed the aircraft to the threshold of Runway 11 instead of Run~a)' 29
and advised the ATC that he was ready for departure. The ATe advisfiCIthe
pi!ptthat. hI!') lNIi1!f'l ~I~~rl'i'.~~':'h:"t~!-:~~(';f~
f:~;-;:;: R~o::l'"L'';:~';2~~':i'JhL:;;1
G;c.;;~i·21ilwi;;l,,; ~l;ioi
acknowledged without repeating the runway number. This was not corrected by

theATC.
1.1.3 The pilot commenced a take~ft from Runway 11. Shortly thereafter, the ATe
instructed another aircraft which was on final approach for Runway 29. to quickly
turn out to the right due to conflicting traffic that had taken off from the reciprocal

Runway.
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1.1.4

Immediately following that transmission, the pilot of ZS..JMW advised the A TO
that he was turning out to the right for oncoming traffic, as he had taken off 'from
Runway 11.

1.1.6 ThG ATe advised the oncoming traffic that was on final approach for a touchand-go landing, to go~around and the accident aircraft to ''vacate left" arid to
report on final approach for Runway 29 for a full stop landing and repor. tel the
tower. The accident aircraft then made a sharp turn to the left in exces~ of 45
degrees bank angle and continued flying in an Easterly direction at a VI ~ry low
height above the ground.
1.1.6

Shortly thereafter; the aircraft collided with the boundary wall of a hOUSEI and a
lapa in Doompoort residential area. A p06Hmpact fire erupted and consumed

almost the entire aircraft and the lapa.
1.1.7 All three occupants were fatally injured on impact and during the post-Impact fire.
1.1.8

According to an eye witness, the accident aircraft took-off normally from Flul1Jway
11 but made a sharp tum to the right In excess of 45 degrees bank angle near
the intersection of the two runways (06124 and 11/29} at WondElrboom
aerodrome. The aircraft then made another sharptum to the left, again in excess
of 45 degrees bank angle, and continued in an Easterly directicln and
disappeared out of sight.

• 4121

I

FIGURE 1: APPROXIMATE
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1.2 . lnJuries to Persons
Pilot

Iniuries

-

Minor

-

None
1.3

-.-

-

Serious

Pass..

Crew

1

Fatal

Other

.
.

2

M

·
·

·-

Damageto Aircraft.

1.3.1 The aircraft was destroyed by the Impact and the post impact fire.
1.4

OtherDamage

1.4.1

The boundary wall of a house at Ooornpoort residential area and the lape were
destroyed
impact and during the post-impact fire.
.
. .

1.5

Personnel Information

on

Nationality
Licence N<ll PA27194

South Afrioan
Gender I Male

Uoencevalld
Ratin~

Yes

NIght Rating

. Medical ExpllY Date

Restrictions
Previous Accidents

I Tvoe Endorsed

135 yea
I Aae
I Yes {In pilot's loai

30/11/2002

None
None

Flying Experience:

Totar Hours
Total Hours Pat 90 Davs

'.

Total Hours on Tvpe Past eo Davs
Total Hourson TyJ)e (C177RG)
Total on TYJ:I$ (C177 '

419.8

Unknown
Unknown
72.5
19.2

•

The last entry made in the Pilot's Flying LogboOk was on 21 December 2()01.

•

According to the pilot's logbook, he was converted onto type (C177AG) on 12
October 1995.
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1.6

Aircraft information
AIrframe :

Twe

Cessna 177RG

Man~factYrer
Aircraft Seri~lINumber
.. Date of Manufacture
Total Airframe Hours CAt time of Accident)
LaGtMPJ (Oate & Hours) Tacho
• last MPI (Date & Hours~ Hobbs
Hours sine. last MPI .,(Hobbsf
C of A (Issue Datsl
C of R (Issue Dat&\ (Present owner)
Oceratina Cateaories

•

Cessna Aircraft ComDanv

177RG·0759
1976
At least 2838.6
2810812001

--~

-~
--

12737.5
2810812001
11337.2
1463,8 - 1337.2 126.4 hours __
14/01/1978
~_
27/01/1999
Standard

=

--

--

1.6.1 According to the Flight Folio, the bgpbsmeter hours at the last MPI on 28 August
2001 were 1337.4 hours and prior to the accident were 1463.6 hours. Thus the
total hobbsmeter hours since the last MP[ and at the time of the acoiderlt were
determined as 1463.8 - 1337.2 :; 126.4 hours .
. 1.6.2 The tachometer hours at the last MPI on 28 August 2001 were 2737.60 hours
but were only recorded until 1 February 2002 at 2824.6 hours. This gives a t,otaJ
01·81.00tachometer hours.
1.6.3 According to the Flight Folio, the hobbsmeter hours since the las1MPI and aUhe
time when the taohometer hours were not further recorded on 1 Februa~J2002,
were 1437.4 -1337.2 = 100.2 hours.
1.6.4 The following calcuJations were made to determine the approximate tachometer
hours according to the available hobbsmeter hours In the Flight Folio:
1)

At 100.2 hobbsmeter hours, the

2)

The taohometer hours at the time of the accident were detarmir ed as
126.4 hobbsmeter hours + 1.15;; 109.9 taohometerhours. ItisthErefore
safe to say that the aircraft over flew the MPI by approximately 9.9 :lOUrs.

tachometer hours were noted as e~7.0
hours. Thus, the ratio between the hobbsmeter and tachometer h:lulS Is
as follows: 100.2 + 87.0 ~ 1.15.

Engine:
Type

Lvoomina

Serial number
Hours sinoe New fAt last MPJ}

L~17106-51AC

Hours since Overhaut (At last MPI)

11/08/04

IO-S60-A3B8D

4345.5
459.5
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Propeller:
Type
Serfal number

Hours since New (At last MPI)
Hours since Overhaul (At tast M?l)

Me Cauley B2OS4C207
762831
2737.5
547.1

MASS AND BALANCE CALCULATIONS
Quantltv

Quantltv

Weicht

Arm

Moment

£Ibs.l

On.]

rlb.lns.1

1918.8

104.09

189318.9

180
180

112.5

112.5

20250
20260

[U.S
rlitresl

Gall.l

Empty WeIght Cine!.full

om

,

'.'

..

FUel (Main left)
Fuel (Main riaht)

30.0
SO.O

Pilot

185

Front Passenaer
Rear Passenaer

175
210
0

Baacaae
TOTAL WEIGHT AND MOM2NT

94
94
184-

17390
16450
28140

0

2748.8

281798.8
106.18

C of G position

The maximum certifieclma8S of the aircraft Is stipulated as 2800 lbs with fore and aft
Centre of GraVity limits of 101 inches and 114.7 inches aft of the datum position
respectively.

From the approximated mass and balance calculation above, it Is evident that the
aircraft wQsloaded Within the allowable Centre of Gravity envelope (101 inches 10 114.7
inohes) and loaded close to the maximum certified mass of 2800 Ibs. The mass o'Jtne
baggage could not be determined at all due to the fire.
1.7

Meteorological Information

1.7.1 The weather conditions at the time of the accident were as follows:

1,7.1.1

The Surface Analysjg ~t 0600Z'
A high pressure system was present over the central part of the country
with a low pressure over the north-eastern part. A low pressure :system
was also present east of the country, causing an influx of moist alr over
the eastern part of the country where It was cloudy.

1.7.1.2

Upper Air Analysis:
A High pressure system was present in the upper air over the northwestern part of the country with an upper air trough east of the ci;lunlry
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and freezing level at 130000.
1.7.1.3

Area.

Weather Conditions in the vicinity of the accident.
No official weather observations are available at the time and the pl.aceof
the accident. However, the weather obs9IVations at the Forum Buil,jing In
Pretoria at oeoaZ were as follows:
Parameter
0600Z.
Surtaos Wind
280" 02kt

1.7.1.4

1.7.1.5

1.7.1.6

1.7.1.7

1.8

Satellite Imagery,
The 0600Z visual image shows no cloud over the Wonderboom

Temperature
Cloud

16°C.
Nil.

Visibility

+10km.

Based on the Synop1ic and other meteorological data available, the most
likely weather conditions .at the time and plaeo of the accident wl~re as
follows:
280" 02kt.
Surtace Wind:
16"C
Temperature:
Nil
Cloud:
+10km
Visibility
Fine.
Weather
Forecasts:
TAFS (Terminal Aerodrome Forecast)
Wonderboom TAF was as follows:
. FAWB 190300Z 190816 20007KTCAVOC
BECMG 1012 SCT050=

BECMG 0709 26005KT

Upper Air WindS and Temperanrres:
The prognostic chart of upper winds and temperatures is included in the
Meteorological report and was not considered of any signiflcanoe.

Aids to Navigation.

1.8.1 The aircraft was equipped with the following navigational equipment:

VHF 2x Cessna SOO
VOR 2x Cessna 300
ADF Cessna 300

XPDR King KT7BA
1.9
1.9.1

Communications.
The following is a transcript between the ATC Wonderboom

and the traffic at the

time of the accident
TIME (Z)

11/OSI04

CALLER

TRANSMISSION

05:21:45

ZS..JMW

Wonderboom good morning, JMW

05;21:59

ATe

KLN report posItIon

South African Civil Aviation AuthOr"fIY
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05;22:02

ZS-KLN

05:22;07

ATe

05:22:15

ZS-KL.N
ZS..JMW

day.

05:22:54

ZSaMSS

1254 special rules, KLN
Wonderboom JMW, momlnD
JMW good morning go ahead
It's a Charlie 177RG. 1+2 from
Wondel'boom via Me to Tzanssn,
vour taxi please
JMW Runway 29, QNH 1017, taxi
holdina Doint.
That's taxi Runway 291 QNH 1017,
JMW
Wonderboom MSS

05:23:03

ATC

MSS go

05:23:06

ZS-MSS

Eehh we sh .•.change the .,eh flight
sir, would like to go to GF1 Pretoria,

05:23;10

ATC

05:23:17

ZS-MAE

05~23:3B

ZS-MAE

05;23:50

ATC

05;23:54

ZS-MAE

Copy
Wonderboom Tower, MAE good
rnominc
Wanderboom Tower, MAE good
mornina
MAE Wonderboom! good momlng.
aoahead
Eehh MAE, a Charlie 172, ehh flight
plan reference No 407, is there a
possibility that you can extend my
aahh f1iaht Dlan

05:24:07

ATe

05:24:10
05:24:16

ZS~MAE

05:.22:19
05;22:23

ATC

05:22:33

ZS-JMW

05:22:37

ATC

05:22:43

ZS-JMW

-

Sir, I'm coming up on eh the
westem side of Mamelodi 6S0Oft
KLN broadcast' 25 decimal 4, good

..

-

-

MSS

ATC

0:5:24:28

ZS-MAE
ATe
ZS-MAE

05:24:34

ATC

06:24:38
05:24:40
·05:24:46

ZS-MAE

05:24:20
05:24:22

ATC
ZS~IFW

05:24:48
ATe
05:24:50 .._~_.._-.,L:::~"~~~=".,
ZS-IFW
O&:li:4;5~

11/06/04

, ZS-MEI

05:24:56

ATe

05;24;59

ZS-MEI

05:25;05

ATC

06:26:12

ZS-MEI

-

To what time?
Eh .. em 5 e' clock Zulu time.
It Is flied lor 5 hundred, oh 5 hundred,
MAE.
Oh 6 hundred, MAE.
It is filed for oh 5 hundred.
Eh••Yes,eh .•time is 5 hundred and
J am still at the fuel station.
OK you got until about 0600 before it
exoires. vou will be airborne bvthen?
Yes, MAE
It will be fine.
IFW right low Jevel downwind for 29
IFW report final approach No 1
Final No1, IFW
___

-

-

on

,~c~._.

_· __
c.c __.<"_

.,.~..

-.~.

_

•.

..

'---'~---~"~~--~

--<=------

WOI'lCieri:>oom Tower, MEI morning.

MEI morning, go ahead
MEI. Saratoga, request taxi for a
flight to New Castle, we are , +1 on
board and endurance 4 hours
Mt:I, Runway 29, QNH 1017, taxi
holdina ooint.
29.1016. MEI,
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05:25:16

ZS-JMW

Wonderboorn,
departure

05:25:21

ATe

05:25:29

ZS.JMW

JMW cleared for take off Runway 29,
right hand tum report eTR outbound
6000ft or below.
Cleared for take off to Me 6000' next
JMW.

JMW

ready for

-

,the
Ailhls!.
alreran was atlhe
hordlng poin 1ar
JIIUNW, 1I.Y1

i

The pile
backcll
take.aff

nat read
for
"'unway

29.

05:25;44
05:25:47
05:25:50

ZS-LEX

05:25:57

ATC

05:26;03

ZS-LEX

05:26:55

ZS.IFW

05:26:58

ATe

05:27:02

ZS-JMW

05:27:08

ATC

05:27:17
05:27:20

ZS..JMW
ZS~IFW
ZS-IFW

05:27:96

1.9.2

05;27;42
05:27:49

ZS-IFW

05:28:01

ATe

Turning out right for oncoming traffic.
I did a take off on 11. JMW
IFVII, I need you to go around, break,
break, JMW vacate left report final
approach Runway 29, full stop, come
to the Tower

l-sading rn!O ;1 dOuble
transml!l Gion

ATO gave
inslruetil melt I IFW IInd
jtappea tilth at JMW
lho!.tght !her n$1ructron
w:lSforl J!.!IL
DouOlel ranI) rnie8ion

Left hand to the tower, JMW
IFW go around, go around IFW

,

IFW aircraft down, aircraft down
Noiss on frsquency for 3ssaonds
IFW, I want to confirm the aircraft
that was taking off Runway 11 i$
down approximately 6nm to the south
east of the field In a house
IFW" copy the alarm has been
dispatched, the fire crew on It's way,
thank vou Maaam.

lIIagibie.

~rnecr!hit

fire crew"

ACCOrding to the Manager Standards Assuranoe of the Air Traffic and Naviga.tion
Servioe~ Cam~nv l!mit.~~(ATl\tS), t.r,~f~!!UY;~~;~frli2)
i~
~J,
Wom:lerboom

1.9.2.1

ATe
ZS~LEX

LEX, good morning.
LEX moming, go ahead.
LEX requesting taxi instructionafor a
flight to Witbank as per flight plan
405 LEX
LEX. taxi holding point Runway 29.
QNH 1017 confirm on board'?
2 pel'8ons on board, QNH 1017 taxi
to holdina point 29, LEX
IFW final Runway 29
IFW I need you to break off right
quickly, break off right, traffic just
took off wrong Runway

Aerodrome

(FAWS):

The responsibilities of the Air Traffic Controllers at Wonderboom are the
same as with most aerodromes, however in the case of FAWB, thme are
obstructions and thus limitations present The responsibilities and actions of
an ATe providing a Tower services are reflected in the ICAO PANS ATM
(Doc 4444) Chapter Seven, of whioh an excerpt is attached, These
requirements are Sl.Ipported, within the context of the service provided by
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ATNS, by procedures published in the ATNS ISO Quality Manual as weill as
the Air Traffio Control Instruction Manual and the Air Traffic Servicf= Unit's
SSI's.
1.9,2.2

The limitations mentioned at Wonderboom at the time of the acoldent wl~uld
apparently be in the form of restricted visibility from the Tower.towa.rdsi the
threshold for Runway 11, due to trees in front of the Terminal building ..This is
reflected in minutes of a meeting held on 1 March 2002 attended by the
Officer in Charge of the ATSU.

1.9.2.3

These minutes reflect the Offloer in Charge informing the meeting of jthefact
that the trees in front of the main building were obstructing the ATC view of
Runway 11.

1.9.2.4

It is of interest to note that other aerodromes, namely Grand Central :and
Lanseria also suffer from restrictions to viSibility of the manoeuvring Sires.
from the Tower, due to the construction of buildings which block thevi6l./J of·
taxiways, from the Tower. Runway 06 at Wonderboom is also p~lrtly
obstructed by hangars.

1.9.2.5

According to the PANS-ATM. Chapter 7 - Procedures for Aerodrome Control

Service, Chapter 7.1.1.2 "Aerodrome Controllers shall maintain a oontlnulous
watch on all flight operations on and in the vicinity of an aerodrome".
1.9.2.6

According to Procedures for Aerodrome, Control Services, Chapter i'.6.:j.1,
Control of Taxiing Aircraft, prior to issuing a taxi clearance, the controllier shall
determine where the aircraft concerned is parked. Taxi clearances 911811
contain concise Instructions and adequate information so as to as!list the
flight crew to follow the correct taxi routes, to avoid collision with other aircraft
or objects and to minimize the potential for the aircraft inadvertently 911tel'ing
an active runway.

1.9.2.7

At the timeof the accident, Runway 29 was the active runway due mllin~,to
the effeots of the sun rising in the east, The ATO, observing the windsolok,
found the sul1ace wind to be calm.

1.9.2.8

The Wonderboom AiSU was manned by a correctly rated and validated
SATe and an AIS clerk at the Ume of the accident.

1.9.2.9

The follOWing appendix is attached to the accident report:
PANS-ATM (Doc 4444) Chapter 7 pages 1 to 6
Uncontrolled copy of ATNS Quality Manual procedures AP01IS-ATC
procedure.
GiG!:;;;~;uil

S ~ t2~l.;;ii""1'Ji.'Giii"'"

t;'Wl~rO. ~

jJ.i~. Yf";lil,liioConWl:"lW im.~"I1Jotion

Mal1UiliOi.

Extract from the Wonderboom Station standing instructions, Part 1 SSI:rtiQn2
relating to documentation.
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1.9.3 The visibility from the tower of the taxiway and the threshold of Runwa~,2EJ,at
the approximate time of the accident oan be seen on the photo above. The
distance from the tower to the threshold of Runway 29 is 1600m (1.Skm) ,and
aircraft at the threshold are not clearly visible. In this regard it has to be n(rted
that it is a legal requirement to have visual aids in the tower. such as blnooulera,
to assist wfth due observation of traffio. (SA-CATS ArS 172.03.4 par. 6(29))
,.""8~';

Y.

,ce;@li;;I",OHi

provide Aerodrome

(Air Tft'll'fhl SerlJiolS Uni') iSj approved by the SACN\ to
Service as well as Approach Control Service ln accordance

with Part 172.01.2 as also ICAO Annex 11 Air traffic Servioes follows:
(1) The Commissioner shall determine the portions of airspace and the
aerodrome which shall be provided with aIr traffic services to:
(a)
Prevent collisions between aircraft.
(b) Prevent collisions between aircraft on the manoeuvring area of the
aerodrome concerned and obstruotions on that area.
(c)
Expedite and maintain an orderly flow of air traffio.
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(d)
(e)

Provide advice and information useful forthe safe and QHioientconduct of
flights.
Notify appropriate organizations regarding aircraft In need of S9S:rch and
rescue aid and assist such organizations as required.

1.9.5 The ATe on duty at the time of the accident was oorrectry lIoensed and validated
for the Wonderbcom tower at the time. He had successfully oompluted his
annual proficiency check on 27 September 2001. He was involved In ,another
serious incident' on 12 April 2003 and was removed from controlJ1ng. He
subsequently resigned from the ATNS.
1,10 Aerodrome information
,Aerodrome Location
Aarodrome Co~ordlnates.
Aerodrome Elevatlon
Runwav Desjanatlons'
RlJnwav DimensIons

RunwavUsed
Runwav Surfaoe
Aooroach FaoUitie"S

6 NM North of Pretoria
828" 39.0 E 02a~ fS.O
4095ft

. , 106/24'
11129
1B28 x 30M I 1280 x 22M
Runway 11 Active Runwav 29
Aschalt
NOB

1.10,1 The airoraft taxied from the parking bay to the threshold of Runway 11 fiJf take-

~.

.,

Figure 2: Taxi path
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1.11

Flight Recorders

1.11.1 The aircraft was not fitted with a flight data recorder or a cockpit voice reooreer
nor was either required by regulation.

1.12

Wreckage and Impact Information

1.12.1 The left~hand wing made contact with the ground, whilst the landing gear was
down at the moment of first impact on a bearing of 130'M, approximately 20
metres before the boundary wall of a house in Ooornpoort. The aircraft
subsequently oollided with the boundary wall and a lapa next to the house, A
post-impaot fire erupted and consumed almost the entire aircraft and the lapa,
1.13

Medical and Pathological

Information

, .13.1 The Medico-Legal Post-mortem Examination report indicated that the death of
the pilot occurred as a result of Skull and brain injuries.
1.13.2 The toxicological Investigation of a blood specimen of the pilot indicated thEltthe
concentration of alcohol In the sample was 0.00 grams per 100 millllltres and
the carbon monoxide saturation of haemoglobin in the blood was less than 5%.
The sample was found to contain 21 JJQ/2cyanide (21 micrograms/litre) whioh Is
considered normal by the Forensic Chemistry Laboratory. The genel'al drug
screen revealed no sedatives, antihistamines. analgesics or naroo'tic dru!~sin the
sample.
1.13.3 There was no physical evidence that the pilot was incapacitated prior to the
Impact.
1.13.4 Both passengers died as a result of multiple injuries.
1.14 Fire

1.14.1 A post-impact fire erupted on impact and consumed almost the entire ai~raft
and the lapa. The airoraft was filled to capacity (80 US.Gal of fuel) prior to the
accident.
1.15

Survival Aspects

"1.-15.1 This was not a sUI'VivabJe accleent dUG to the impact forces and the post-imloaat

.
1.16

fire that erupted.
Tests and Research.

1.16.1The engine was recovered to an approved Engine Overhaul faci lity at
Wonderboom for further Investigation.
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1.16.2 All the engine components were almost entirely destroyed by the posjt.•impaot
fire. The following observations were! however, made. The control rod fo~ the
constant speed unit (CSU) was found properly connected. The mixtlJre and

throttle control rod at the engine were found properly connected. The mb~ure
was set at full rich and the throttle tull open but these settings could have been
distorted during the impact.

1.16.3 The spark plugs were damaged by flr9 but the carbon deposits showed

Gl nO,l'ITIal

fuel mixture setting. The fuel nozzles were checked and found satisfactory at a
fuel flow of 82 Ibs per hour.

1.16.4 The four cylinders were removed and the pistons, connecting rcda, main
bearings, big ends and small ends found satisfactory in all respects. Tihe near
train was continuous and all the gears we,refound in good order.

1.17 Factors affecting the performance Of the aircraft
1.17.1 During take-off and at any phase of flight an aircraft is subjected to Fc,rm and
Induced Drag. Form Drag increases with the square of the speed and Induced
Drag Increases inversely with the square of the speed. (see fig 2 beloW').
FIGURE 2

l......-c~

~_X'O.,,J
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1.17.2 Ifmanoeuvres, such as medium to steep turns are executed, the load fac:1orwill
increase, which in turn will increase the stalling speed even further. In I!iLlC:h a
situation the only option a pilot has, is to lower the nOS9 of the aircralft land
exchange altitude for airspeed as there is not sufficient power avalllllble to
'1100104
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maintain flying speed. Once the aircraft has accelerated sUfficiently, the induced
drag is reduced significantly due to the lower angle ofattaok. and the available
power becomes sUfficient to overcome the lowered drag foroes and the aiJ10raft
can climb, provided the aircraft is positioned in a level attitude orthe barlk angle
is decreased_
1.18

Organizational and Management Information

1.18.1 NlA
1.19 Additionallnformation
1_19.1According to the Owner's Operating Manual, the nose wheel is lifted at EI5MPH
and the climb speed is 75 to 85 MPH during normal take-off wfth a takEl-off
weight of 2800 Ibs. From the table below, figure 1, it is evident how the I;tall
speed increases with an increase In bank angle.
r
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1_19.2 Loss of Situational Awarenass
The following is an excerpt from Human Factors for General Aviation by Stanley
R. Trollip, Ph.D. & Richard S. Jensen, Ph.D and accepted as good alrma.nship;
~ental discipline is alwaY5 necessary while flying to keep yourself aware of all faotors
around you. You need to keep track of your position at all times, which is doneb:v using
all your navigation equipment as well as by pilotage. You must always be vigillantfor
traffic, which requires a constant visual soanning and monitoring of the radio,"

1.20 Useful or Effective Investigation Techniques

2.

ANALYSIS

2.1 The pilot of ZS-JMW requested taxi clearance from the ATC on duty who instruoted
the pilot to taxi to the threshold of Runway 29. The read-back of this Information
from the pilot to the ATC was done correctfy, but executed incorrectly_

11108104
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2.2 The ATC's attention was diverted to other traffic in the cirouit and on the grc1undand
the pilot taxied the airoraft to the holding point of Runway 11 without the ATe
noticing the potential danger. The ATC failed to make use of all the equipment
available to him and to execute enough care to confirm that the rlspeated
Instructions were in fact executed as stated.
2.3The ATO advised the pilot of ZS-JMW that he was cleared to take-off from tRunway
29 with a right hand tum out followed by a report at the eTR boundary at BlOO(}ftor
below. The pilot read back that he was cleared for take-off but did not ,mention

"Runway 29" or the "right hand tum out"'. If he had done so. he might have realized
that he was in the prooess of lining up on the wrong runway, because from Rurilway
11, a left~hand turn out to the North should have been anticipated by the pilo;t,bused
on standard procedure at Wonderboom aerodrome. If the pilot had checlkedl the
aircraft compass, he would also have realized that he was lining up on the wrong
runway.
2.4 The accident aircraft rotated at approximately 1/4 length down Runway 11 when the
ATCinstructed another aircraft that was on final approach for Runway 29 to tum
out to the right due to traffic that had taken off from the wrong runway. From the
. available information the other aircraft, ZS·IFW, was still quite some distance from
. the threshold of Runway 29 and according to that pilot, her aircraft 'was
approximately 300ft AGL, 3 km away when the AT_Cinstructed her to break to the
right to avoid oncoming traffic taking off from Runway 11. Due to the fact that the
accident aircraft was taking off Into the rising sun, he would most probably, not have
been able to have visual contact With ZS·IFW and from the ATC's instruction might
have been under the impression that ZS-IFW was muoh closer to him than was the
actual case, The foregoing might explain why the pilot of ZS-JMW turned ou't so
steeply to the right after the ATC instructed ZS-IFW to break to the right.
2.6 If one listens to the ATC tape recording, it is evident that the pilot of ZS-JMW
responded almost immediately to the ATC's instruction to ZS-IFW to break 10 the
right. It Is possible that the pilot of ZS-JMW could have misinterpreted the! ATC's
Instruction to ZS-IFW as an instruction to him which could further explain the!abl'Upt
right-hand turn manoeuvre by ZS-JMW.
J

2.6 The ATC issued Irrelevant instructions to the pilot of ZS~JMW, such as to 'vacate
leff' and "report to the towe'" during a critical phase of flight.
2.7The III-fated aircraft executed two steep tums shortly after take-off during which the

aircraft would have been flying close to the stall speed and which, if uncorrected,
would have ultimately resulted in the aircraft's failure to maintain flying speed. One
of the propeller blades that were recovered suggested that the enginle Vias
delivering power at the time gf impact, The aircraft de~ended and eollid~d \R~thth~
gi"ouf1\j/hl1p~appruxHliateiy

3

CONCLUSION

3.1

FIndings

"Inm from the point 01 rotation,

3.1.1 The pllot..Jn·command was the holder of a valid private pilot's licence and 'the
11/08104
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aircraft type was endorsed in his logbook.

3.1.2 According to available documentation

the aircraft was correctly maintainod.

3.1.3 Acoording to available doc:umentation, the aircraft was serviceable prior to the
accident and no defects were recorded.
However the Certljncaite of
Airworthiness

was invalid at the time of the accident due to the faot thnt the

aircraft had exceeded the MPI hours by approXimately 9 hours.
3.1.4 Although the weight of the baggage was not known, it is safe to say 'th~lt the
aircraft was loaded just below its maximum certified mass.
The weather was fine and was not considered to be a factor In the a~:ident.

3.1.5

3.1.6 The aircraft carried sufficient fuel on board for the flight

of

The ATC instructed ZS-JMW to taxi tothe threshold
Runway 29,.i,)utfail(~dto
check on ZS-JMW's position at any time during the taxi phase, or prh)f to

3.1.7

confirmation of take-off clearance. He also did not correct the pilot's inc:omplete
read-back of his take-off clearance.

3.1.8 The ATC exacerbated the situation by issuing irrelevant Instructions to the pilot
of ZS-JMW during a critical phase of the aircraffs flight.
After the pilot Inadvertently took-off from Runway 11 Instead of Runway 20, he
banked the aircraft sharply to the right and then to the left to avoid epparent
oncoming traffic. AS a result, the aircraft failed to maintain flying speed.
descended and COllided with the ground.

3.1.9

3.1.10 Runway .29 was the active runway at the time of the acofdent, which was mainly
as a result of the sunrise, The ATe who observed the wind sock found the wind

to be calm.
3.1.11 The Wonderboom ATSU was manned bye correotly rated and validated SATe
and an AIS clerk at the time of the acoldent,

3.2

Probable

Causels

S.2.1Tl1e pilot taxied from the parking bay to the threshOld of Runway 11 instead of
Runway 29 which was the runway in use.
3.2.2

The ATC failed to observe the aircraft taxiing to the wrong runway from wl,ich
tM~ p~!~~
~~~~r~
~C::';~i
v;:~
,

3.2.3

Rea/ising his mistake, the pilot attempted to avoid onooming traffic by tuming
Sharply, which manoeuvres probably increased the stall speed of the iairc:raft
resulting in a failure to maintain flying speed and. collision with the grouncj.
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4.

SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1

It it; recommended that all possible aids be used by ATe to improve vIsual
contact with the aircraft at all times; that obstructions of view from the t'DWE!r be
eliminated as far as possible; and that ATe verify and confirm actual positi()n of
aircraft against read-back information from pilots where obstructIons dl) e,dst.

4.2

It is also recommended that more ATe's be on duty simultaneously to relElase
tho workload. eapeclally in towers catering for aerodromes where trah11ng
regularly takes place.

4.3

It Is recommended that Flight Foliot; are meticulousJy monitored by Operators
and Owners in order to prevent over-flying of MPI times (mandatory peri(ldic
inspections).

5.

APPENDICES -
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